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Ngati Kahungunu put on a magnificent Matariki celebration at the Dannevirke Showgrounds on Friday, June11, attracting a crowd of almost 1000, though it was difficult to estimate in the dark. The crowd ...
Matariki draws huge crowd at Dannevirke Show Grounds on wonderful night
Many fans said that seeing the long queues, they had decided to wait to purchase the special BTS Meal, but were left heartbroken as the next day, the stores were closed.
BTS Meal craze: Indonesia forced to close McDonald’s outlets over Covid-19 fears
James M. Berklan I had known Joe for a couple of years before visiting him at home. It was an unfortunate set of circumstances that caused it, but they ...
A long-term care success story you have to wonder about
K-pop group BTS’ limited-edition branded McDonald’s meals were so hot in Indonesia this week that dozens of stores had to close for fear that the crowds clamoring for them would spread COVID-19.
BTS McDonald’s Meal Sparks Frenzy and Store Closures in Indonesia
The jury of seven men and five women deliberated for more than four hours before reaching their decision ... He derided two jailhouse snitches who took the stand, saying they lied to get sweet deals ...
Jury finds defendant guilty of third-degree murder in Lower Milford homicide trial
McDonald's limited edition "BTS Meal" -- and all its parts, including the food wrappers -- are becoming collectible items, with the dipping sauces being resold online at grossly inflated prices.
BTS McDonald's meal being resold at grossly inflated prices
McDonald's recently collaborated with the K-Pop band to launch a limited-edition meal, days ahead of the group’s eighth anniversary.
McDonald’s in Indonesia temporarily shut after special BTS Meal leads to crowding, COVID-19 safety norms violation
Indonesia is currently under lockdown and huge online demand for BTS Meal made local authorities close down more than a dozen of McDonald's stores in the country.
Viral Video: Here is How 'BTS Meal' Led to Closure of 13 McDonald's Restaurants in Indonesia
The meal ($8.39) includes 10 chicken McNuggets, a medium order of fries, a medium Coca-Cola plus two sauces making their U.S. debut: Cajun and Sweet ... hour minimum wage. The company reported a $ ...
We try the new McDonald’s BTS Meal. Spoiler alert: It’s all about the sauce.
These are the vinyl releases we're looking forward to hearing after they debut on Saturday, June 12, the first Record Store Day of 2021.
Studio One's Record Store Day Recommendations
He explained, “No question, the spread of McDonald’s (a new one opens every three hours) is part of this ... Real heads know that McNuggets come in four shapes: bell, boot, bone, and ball ...
It’s True: BTS and McDonald’s Are the Dream Combo Meal
BTS fans have been waiting more than a month, but they can now chow down like their idols. McDonald's teamed up with the superstar South Korean band to offer the BTS Meal at participating ...
BTS McDonald's meal finally being served, offers K-pop stars' faves
More than a dozen Indonesian McDonald's outlets have been temporarily shuttered over COVID-19 fears in the wake of a new meal named after a popular K-pop group sparking a buying frenzy.
McDonald's outlets closed in Indonesia after frenzied buying of K-pop BTS meals
BTS’ collaboration with McDonald’s arrives as participating restaurants in the United States today and includes the BTS meal, a variety of merch and four weeks ... with Sweet Chili and Cajun ...
Smooth Like Burger: BTS-McDonald’s Collaboration Arrives
With a Zen 3 AMD Ryzen 7 5800u, new RTX 3050 Ti graphics, and a 14-inch display, the Acer Swift X is that sweet spot ... to the incredible Forza Horizon 4. Minecraft is one of the best games ...
Hands-on: Acer Swift X packs the power of AMD and RTX 30 Series into a 3lb portable monster
"We temporarily closed four of six McDonald's stores here in Semarang for a couple ... chips, a coke and two sauces (sweet chilli and Cajun, for those who are interested). But that is underestimating ...
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